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Abstract—global demand for electrical power is on the rise, 
while tolerance for pollution and potentially hazardous 
forms of power generation is on the decline. Traditional 
forms of power generation - primarily made up of 
centralized fossil fuel plants – are becoming less favored 
due to the lack of clean, distributed power generation 
technologies. The need is well recognized for clean, safe and 
reliable forms of energy that can provide prescribed levels 
of power consistently, and on demand. Most forms of non – 
combustion electric power generation have limitations that 
impact wide spread use of technology, especially as a power 
source of electrical power (i.e. baseload power). Fuel cell 
technology on other hand has advanced to the point where it 
is viable challenger to combustion – based plants for 
growing numbers of baseload power application. If the cost 
is reduced by changing its material, this will be added an 
advantage to the large production of direct ethanol fuel cell 
production. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Global demand for electricity is on the rise; on other hand 
tolerance for pollution and potentially hazardous forms of 
power generation is on the decline. Conventional forms of 
power generation — primarily made up of centralized fossil 
fuel plants — are becoming less favored in lieu of clean, 
distributed power generation technologies.     Emissions 
from coal and other fossil fuel-powered plants consist of 
large amounts of carbon dioxide (CO2), greenhouse gas and 
pollutants that include nitrogen and sulphur oxides (NOx and 
SOx). In addition, all forms of centralized power generation 
use a grid of high-voltage transmission lines to transmit 
energy to consumers. 

The need is clear and well recognized for clean, 
safe, and reliable forms of energy that can provide 
prescribed levels of power consistently, and on demand. 
Yet, most forms of non-combustion electric generation have 
limitations that impact widespread use of the technology, 
especially as a primary source of electric power (i.e., 
baseload power). Solar energy, for example, depends on the 
sun. Extended days of cloudy skies can severely limit the 
generation of electricity, and power availability is generally 
considered to be between 25 to 35%.Wind turbines are 
designed to turn kinetic energy into electricity. They too, 
depend on factors that cannot be controlled. In this case, the 
presence of wind and a certain minimum wind velocity are 
required. As a result, power availability is judged to be in 
the range of 30 to 35%.Geothermal sources require heat 

energy from underground geothermal fields, which mean 
they are restricted to certain geographic locations. 
 One of the recent efforts going on in industry is 
cleaner production. Cleaner production is an efficient way to 
reduce the consumption of energy and environment 
pollution for electric power industry. But how to evaluate 
the performance of cleaner production is an important 
problem. In this paper, the performance evaluation index 
system of thermal power plants with cleaner production is 
set up. The purpose to evaluate the performance of cleaner 
production of thermal power plants is very important. 
 Fuel cell technology, on the other hand, has 
advanced to the point where it is now a viable challenger to 
combustion-based plants for growing numbers of baseload 
power applications. Today, fuel cells are reaching their 
potential as the cleanest and most reliable sources of 
distributed power generation. With 95% power availability 
and electric power generation efficiency of 47%, they 
represent a viable means of producing Ultra-Clean power, 
reliably, consistently, and on demand.[1] 

II. ETHNOL FUEL CELLS- CONVERGING PATHS OF 
OPPORTUNITY 

The energy challenges facing offer tremendous opportunity 
for agriculture and technology. For example, by combining 
fuels such as ethanol with fuel cells, farmers can be energy 
producer as well as energy consumers. Recent energy supply 
crunches and price spikes have once again focused attention 
on the need to improve energy security, increase and 
diversify domestic energy supplies, environmental quality, 
and modernize  the nation’s energy infrastructure .ethanol is 
a renewable resource that is playing an in  an increasingly 
important role to overcome about problems. Similarly, fuel 
cell are a promising technology for efficiently and cleanly 
powering vehicles, home, offices, and commercial 
building.[2] 
 A fuel cell is a device that converts the chemical 
energy from a fuel into electricity from a fuel through a 
chemical reaction with oxygen or another oxidizing agent. 
Hydrogen is the most common fuel, but hydrocarbons like 
natural gas and alcohols like methanol are sometimes used. 
Fuel cells are different from batteries in that they require a 
constant source of fuel and oxygen to run, but they can 
produce electricity continuously for as long as these inputs 
are supplied. 
 They convert hydrogen, or hydrogen – containing 
fuels, directly into electrical energy plus heat through the 
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electrochemical reaction of hydrogen and oxygen into water. 
The process is that of electrolysis in reverse. 

Overall reaction: 2 H2 (gas) + O2 (gas) → 2 H2O + energy 

 Because hydrogen and oxygen gases are 
electrochemically converted into water, fuel cells have many 
advantages over heat engines. These include: high 
efficiency, virtually silent operation and, if hydrogen is the 
fuel, there are no pollutant emissions. If the hydrogen is 
produced from renewable energy sources, then the electrical 
power produced can be truly sustainable. [1] 

III. DIRECT ETHANOL FUEL CELLS 
The previously described direct methanol fuel cells 
technology has been investigated for a number of years, 
leading to commercial products. The direct use of ethanol or 
other small organic compounds such as formic acid or 
formaldehyde, in PEM fuel cells is still in an early 
investigation stage, with experiments being performed with 
single cell fuel cells. Such fuels are being investigated in 
order to identify fuels that are largely available or 
renewable, inexpensive, non-toxic and with a high reactivity 
at low temperatures. 

The main problem of direct ethanol (sometimes 
referred to as direct alcohol) fuel cells is their low 
efficiency, resulting from the poor performance of the 
electro-catalysts and the severe fuel cross over from anode 
to cathode. Research is being undertaken to increase the 
reaction rate at the anode that will increase efficiency and 
reduce fuel permeation, the latter caused by reduced fuel 
concentration at the anode as the fuel is consumed more 
exhaustively. [3][4] 

IV. ISSUES AND CHALLENGES 
Platinum based catalysts are expensive, so practical 
exploitation of ethanol as fuel for a PEM fuel cell requires a 
new catalysts. New nanostructured electro – catalysts have 
been developed, which are based on non-noble metals, 
preferentially mixtures of Fe, Co, Ni at the anode and Ni, Fe 
or Co alone at the cathode.[5] 
A polymer acts as electrolyte. The charge is carried by the 
hydrogen ion (proton). The liquid ethanol (C2H5OH) is 
oxidized at the anode in the presence of water, generating 
CO2, hydrogen ions and electrons. Hydrogen ions travel 
through the electrolyte. They react at cathode with oxygen 
from the air and the electrons from the external circuit 
forming water. 
Bio – ethanol based fuel cells may improve the well-to-
wheel balance of this biofuel because conversion rate of fuel 
cell compared to internal combustion engine. But real world 
figures may be only achieved in some years since the 
development of direct methanol and ethanol fuel cells. 

 Ethanol crossover A.
A common challenge for any direct alcohol fuel cell is fuel 
crossover. In fact, ethanol is well known for having a lower 
cross over rate and affecting cathode performance less 
severely than methanol because of its smaller permeability 
through the Nafion membrane and its slower 
electrochemical oxidation kinetics on the Pt/C cathode. 

Ethanol crossover is defined as the permeation of ethanol 
from the anode through the electrolyte memebrane to 
cathode. The negative effects of ethanol crossover include 
decreasing the cathode potential and cathode depolarization. 
The overall efficiency of direct ethanol fuel cells will 
decrease due to ethanol crossover. It also results in wasting 
fuel while in operation. 

 Slow kinetic reactions of ethanol electro-oxidation: B.
Kinetic reactions are dependent on several factors, including 
temperature, concentration, catalyst, pressure, physical state 
and nature of reactants. The ethanol oxidation reaction 
occurs at a slow rate. Song et al. discovered that the slow 
kinetics of the ethanol electro-oxidation caused cell voltage 
drops at low current densities. It has been suggested that 
direct ethanol fuel cells operate at 900C and above in order 
to provide fast kinetic reactions. Molarity augmentation also 
could increase the rate of reaction. 

 Management of heat: C.
DEFCs have high operating temperature in order to perform 
at their best. Most studies have shown that the best 
performance of DEFCs occurs at temperature of 90 0C and 
above. Issues of heat need to be addressed. For instance, 
polybenimidazole and composite members are innovative 
and have shown good stability at high temperature. High 
temperature have some benefits for the improvement of fuel 
cell, including increasing proton conductivity, decreasing 
permeability to fuel, good mechanical properties and low 
cost. However, low operating temperature has shown 
detrimental effect to member efficiency. As temperature 
increases, fuel cell performance also increase. It has 
analysed for (direct ethanol polymer electrolyte membrane 
fuel call) DE – PRMFCs and concluded that ethanol 
conversion increase as the cell current and operating 
temperature increase. Heat management of direct ethanol 
fuel cells is required because the products released during 
fuel cell operation include acetaldehydes, acetic acid and 
CO2. Increase the operating temperature selectivity and 
decrease acetic selectivity under constant current operation. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
To study the effect of different concentration of ethanol fuel 
on the DEFC, solution of varying concentration of ethanol 
and water solution is prepared. 
The solutions of varying concentration of methanol and 
ethanol have been passed through different electrodes i.e. 
Pt., Pd. Coated silver and Galvanised steel. Different values 
of voltage and current are measured with the help of 
multimeter. These results are tabulated as below: 

 Different varying concentration of ethanol in DEFC A.
while using Pt. as an electrode: 

 
Sr.no. Concentration                                                  

(%) 
Voltage                 

(v) 
Current           

(A) 

1 5% methanol and 95% 
water solution 0.780 0.035 

2 6% methanol and 94% 
water solution 0.789 0.041 

3 7% methanol and 93% 
water solution 0.794 0.040 

4 8 % methanol and 92% 
water solution 0.815 0.042 
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5 9 % methanol and 91% 
water solution 0.817 0.045 

6 10 % methanol and 90% 
water solution 0.813 0.048 

7 11 % methanol and 89% 
water solution 0.830 0.052 

8 12 % methanol and 88% 
water solution 0.829 0.055 

9 13 % methanol and 87% 
water solution 0.869 0.054 

10 14 % methanol and 86% 
water solution 0.899 0.057 

11 15% methanol and 85% 
water solution 0.903 0.060 

Table. 1: Different varying concentration of ethanol in 
DEFC while using Pt. as an electrode 

 

 
 
Fig. 1: Graph showing current vs. voltage characteristics of 

methanol concentration 

 Different varying concentration of ethanol in DEFC B.
while using Pt. as an electrode: 

Sr.no. Concentration                                                 
(%) 

Voltage      
(v) 

Current            
(A) 

1 5% ethanol and 95% water solution 0.848 0.041 

2 6% ethanol and 94% water solution 0.910 0.045 

3 7% ethanol and 93% water solution 0.942 0.046 

4 8 % ethanol and 92% water solution 0.946 0.048 

5 9 % ethanol and 91% water solution 0.954 0.055 

6 10 % ethanol and 90% water solution 0.982 0.056 

7 11 % ethanol and 89% water solution 0.987 0.063 

8 12 % ethanol and 88% water solution 0.990 0.067 

9 13 % ethanol and 87% water solution 0.993 0.071 

10 14 % ethanol and 86% water solution 0.983 0.073 

11 15% ethanol and 85% water solution 0.995 0.078 

Table. 2 Different varying concentration of ethanol in DEFC 
while using Pt. as an electrode 

 
Fig. 2 Graph showing current vs. voltage characteristics of 

ethanol concentration while using Pt. as an electrode 

 Different varying concentration of ethanol in DEFC    C.
using pd. Coated silver as electrode 

Sr.no. Concentration                                                 
(%) 

Voltage      
(v) 

Current            
(A) 

1 5% ethanol and 95% water 
solution 0.775 0.043 

2 6% ethanol and 94% water 
solution 0.789 0.048 

3 7% ethanol and 93% water 
solution 0.794 0.049 

4 8 % ethanol and 92% water 
solution 0.815 0.052 

5 9 % ethanol and 91% water 
solution 0.875 0.057 

6 10 % ethanol and 90% water 
solution 0.892 0.058 

7 11 % ethanol and 89% water 
solution 0.889 0.061 

8 12 % ethanol and 88% water 
solution 0.910 0.065 

9 13 % ethanol and 87% water 
solution 0.915 0.069 

10 14 % ethanol and 86% water 
solution 0.933 0.72 

11 15% ethanol and 85% water 
solution 0.946 0.074 

Table. 3: Different varying concentration of ethanol in 
DEFC using pd. Coated silver as electrode 
 

 

Fig. 3: Graph showing current vs. voltage characteristics of 
ethanol concentration while using pd. Coated silver as an 

electrode 
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 Different varying concentration of ethanol in DEFC D.
using Galvanized steel as electrode 

Sr.no. Concentration                                                 
(%) 

Voltage      
(v) 

Current            
(A) 

1 5% ethanol and 95% water solution 0.568 0.023 
2 6% ethanol and 94% water solution 0.589 0.026 
3 7% ethanol and 93% water solution 0.590 0.028 
4 8 % ethanol and 92% water solution 0.597 0.032 
5 9 % ethanol and 91% water solution 0.618 0.037 
6 10 % ethanol and 90% water solution 0.625 0.039 
7 11 % ethanol and 89% water solution 0.675 0.042 
8 12 % ethanol and 88% water solution 0.669 0.045 
9 13 % ethanol and 87% water solution 0.664 0.047 

10 14 % ethanol and 86% water solution 0.682 0.049 
11 15% ethanol and 85% water solution 0.697 0.048 
Table.  4: Different varying concentration of ethanol in 

DEFC using Galvanized steel as electrode 

 
Fig. 4: Graph showing current vs. voltage characteristics of 
ethanol concentration while using Galvanized steel as an 

electrode 

 Comparison between the characteristics of DEFC for E.
Pt., Pd. Coated silver and galvanized steel electrode 

 
Fig. 5:Graph showing current vs. voltage characteristics of 

ethanol concentration while using Pt., Pd. Coated silver and 
Galvanized steel as an electrode. 

VI. CONCLUSION. 
From the above results it can be concluded that for the 
higher concentration of ethanol used as fuel for DEFC the 

corresponding values of current and voltage are higher than 
that of when methanol is used as fuel. The reason behind is 
higher oxygen reduction reaction and less ethanol cross over 
compare to methanol.  

    Furthermore, it can also be concluded that starting values 
of ethanol concentration Pt. has higher values of current and 
voltage compare to Pd. Coated silver and Galvanized steel 
electrode. But as more ethanol is added, Pd. Coated silver 
gives higher values of voltage and current than Pt. and 
Galvanized steel electrode. Again the cost of Pd. Coating is 
less than that of Pt. material. 
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